UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON SUGAR LAND BREAKS GROUND ON NEW FACILITY

The three-story, 100,000-sq.-ft. building for the UH College of Technology will house 10 research labs, two programs and public-private partnership initiatives.

MORE STORIES >>>

FEATURED EVENTS:

Commemorating Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Join Dr. Antonio Tillis, dean of the UH College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, as he remembers the life and work of Martin Luther King Jr., April 4, 5:30 – 7:30 p.m. at the A.D. Bruce Religion Center. Rev. William Lawson of Wheeler Avenue Baptist Church will join to reflect on the 50th anniversary of King’s death. Free and open to the public. Find more details here >>>

‘Nurse Leaders Advancing Scholarship Bench to Bedside’
The UH College of Nursing and Sigma Theta Tau Phi Chi chapter are hosting the 11th Annual Spring Nursing Forum, 8 a.m. – noon, Friday, April 13 in the Brazos Hall Susan Ryon Davis Multipurpose room. No charge to attend. RSVP to NursingRSVP@uh.edu.

Thirsty Thursdays
Join the UH Fort Bend Alumni Association every third Thursday of the month to network and meet other Coogs. Just two dates left! Get all the information here.

Nursing Scholarship | Two students from the UH College of Nursing are the first recipients of a new scholarship named for a Holocaust survivor. The Rubin Sztajer Holocaust Survivor Scholarship will be awarded in June at the inaugural POSSIT to Diversity HEED Award Summit taking place at UH. >>>

MORE STORIES >>>

NEWS BRIEFS:

Tony Ambler, dean of the UH College of Technology, has been appointed to serve as principal investigator and director of the UH Borders, Trade, and Immigration (BTI) Institute. The institute delivers transformational technology-driven solutions, data-informed policies, workforce development opportunities for today’s Homeland Security Enterprise, and trans-disciplinary education for the next generation of homeland security experts. The BTI is one of five nationally-recognized centers located at UH.

City of Sugar Land Mayor Joe Zimmerman is the commencement speaker for the UH College of Nursing ceremonies planned for May 11. The event will be held from 3 – 5 p.m. at the university of Houston at Sugar Land, Brazos Hall, Susan Ryan Davis Multipurpose room. Zimmerman is a 1983 graduate of the UH College of Engineering.

Three UH Digital Media program students are finalists in the Photographer’s Forum magazine 38th Annual College & High School Photography Contest. Work by Mariana Lizet, Erika Limones and Jinelly Swasey will be published in the hardcovers book ‘Best of College & High School Photography 2018.’ This year more than 12,000 photographs from the U.S., Canada and around the world were considered.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR TIER ONE VID? CHECK IT OUT >>>
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THIRD YEAR, 100,000-SQ.-FT. BUILDING FOR THE UH COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY WILL HOUSE 10 RESEARCH LABS, TWO PROGRAMS AND PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP INITIATIVES.